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Introduction
Accesserator has fourteen partnerships and is therefore shareholder in fourteen companies.
In this overview we present all our partnerships describing how they started, how the
company and partnership developed and current position of the company as we see it. This
overview is a summary of an evaluation we had as Accesserator on whether to put in more
effort in a partnership. Not all partnerships are successful and none of the partnerships met
the initial targets. This is also a moment to write off some of our investments.
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1.

Lelembwe Dairy Farm

Investment Accesserator: € 5.000
Partner contribution: piece of land
Partner: Henry Chipwere
Location: Thyolo, Blantyre
Start: December 2016
Business plan at start
The business model is keeping cows for milk production
and produce the animal feed on the field next to the
animal house. If that feed is not enough, additional cow
feed will be bought at local market. Milk is sold on daily
basis at a milk bulking point (cooling tank) close by
(walking distance). Calves, certainly bulls, can either be
sold immediately or after fattening to mature age.

Initially to start with 5 cows who have just calved, producing milk from the first day. After 6
months, when milk production is getting low, new cows are bought, also producing milk
immediately. The first cows are inseminated and they will calve again and start producing
milk. In a few years the business will have 10 cows producing milk and calves.
Development
The animal house was built and four cows we bought producing milk. Three cows gave birth.
First financial reports showed little disappointing
revenues, due to unexpected low milk production of our
cows. Extra feed, especially protein, is needed to improve
milk production, but it is expensive to buy and cash
position didn’t really allow. Also buying a more
productive, better cow (from revenues of selling calves)
proofed to be difficult as these cows are rarely available
on the market.

Our partner Henry managed this farm next to his full-time job as manager at a telecom
company, he visited the farm every other Saturday. As the animal house was built at family
property, difficulties arose to separate business and family issues. As partners we agreed
beginning of 2018 to appoint a full-time manager to the farm starting July 2018 to scale up
care for the cows and milk production. At the end of 2018 production of milk still didn't pick
up. We lost touch with Henry and could not come into a position to discuss a way forward.
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Situation at start of 2021
As we are not in touch with Henry anymore and as we wrote him an official letter already in
2019 we want to end this partnership at the start of this year we formally sent Henry a letter
to dissolve the company. If cows are still there and if milk is still produced, we don’t know.
Conclusions
Partnership didn’t work out, a lot of lessons gained:
- Farm constructed on private family property against
agreement
- Uncontrolled family involvement in farm
- Henry as manager has a full-time job, only being at
the farm Saturdays
- Unable to feed cows well to have better milk production
- Unable to purchase new, suitable cows
- No proper financial bookkeeping
- Lack of open communication on issues
- Partner claims that lack of cash is the problem, but it is having a good plan

Partnership and company to be dissolved.
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2.

Nthaka Poultry Farm

Investment Accesserator: € 16.500
Partner contribution: piece of land
Partner: Godfrey Mfiti
Location: Lunzu, Blantyre
Start: November 2017
Business plan at start
This farm is about producing both eggs and chicken
meat. Starting with one deep litter for layers and one
deep litter for broilers. In three years it will grow to a farm
with four deep litters, of which three are meant for layer
hens. Focus will be on egg production in second year,
combined with meat production to spread risks and have
quick revenues.

One deep litter can contain 1.000-2.000 chickens depending on size, meaning egg
production goes can over 500.000 eggs in year three. Broilers can be raised and sold 8 times
a year, ranging 5.000 to 20.000 broilers a year.
Chickens are held in a free range system, a deep litter, respecting animal welfare and
producing manure as a by-product. The use of manure will reduce the use of fertilizer. Eggs
and broilers will be sold to wholesale and by window sales at the farm.
Development
At the start bigger deep litters than planned were built and we changed the plan to start
raising three batches of broilers first, about 10.000 in total, for quick revenues and see the
way forward from there. Fence and deep litter
were built before Christmas and the first 2.000
day-old chicks are raised and being sold in the
beginning of 2018. Sales encountered difficulties
because chickens were not having the expected
weight. Lack of water because the borehole broke
down was assumed to be the cause. Issues with a
bankrupt contractor made the company lose
close to € 2.000 (which was a loan) and end up
with no borehole. We couldn’t deliver promised
quality to restaurants and supermarkets
(arrangements to sell were made upfront) the chickens had to be sold at a local market, for a
low price and with huge effort.

New broilers were bought in smaller batches on weekly basis to have better control in sales.
Feeding the chickens was improved and monitored. But raising broilers to the right weight
within a feeding scheme (not too much feed and within 7 weeks) proofed to be difficult and
cash position of Nthaka Farm dried up. At the end of 2018 the farm had 1.200 chickens and
had planted tomatoes to make extra profits on the idle land.
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In 2019 the tomatoes didn’t bring much revenues and the farm stopped having chickens at
all. Quite some plans were developed, some also executed, but good discussions between
partners on a planned way forward failed. Accesserator’s view is that production plans were
mostly quite alright, but sales plans were always missing. Godfrey does everything by himself
and we tried to have one of Accesserator staff to guide him on finance and financials on a
regular basis.
Soya beans, green leaves, rabbits,
pigeons, mushrooms have all been tried
with admirable endurance of Godfrey.
Latest plan developed end of 2020 of
mushroom production, including
trainings and outgrowers, seems promising again and
communication on it so far seems improving and showing signs of
working together. Nthaka can position itself as lead farm for
mushroom production and work with outgrowers (women groups
and individuals), funds in programmes seem to become available for
these types of initiatives. Accesserator can help making the proposal.

Situation at the start of 2021
As Godfrey had to make an income he did some consultancy jobs end of last year and
beginning of 2021, un understandable choice, but affecting farm developments. With
growing distance of Accesserator and no longer involvement of local staff, discussions with
Godfrey become more and more difficult again. As a partner we have no grip on anything
happening on the ground. Attracting new capital could be indeed a solution to revive the
farm, but in our view a proper plan is needed first to do that effort. So far we were not able to
develop such a plan together.

The company has big debts at owners due to loans for borehole construction (a not yet
settled court case), a proposal to shareholders is to be made to conclude on interest to be
paid and make it a 0% loan. Pay back or default of loans to be included in new plans for
2021. A proper governance and Board of Directors has to be introduced, also a wish of
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partner, starting to have Accesserator staff as Board member (finance) and a proper SLA for
other services (proposal writing, marketing).
Conclusions
Partnership has ups and downs:
- Fragmented communication with managing
director/shareholder Godfrey Mfiti in a random mix
of asking advice upfront and informing after
execution
- No proper governance structure in place, no active
Board of Directors
- Very entrepreneurial mindset with partner, trying again and again to make it work,
unclear how is dealt with lessons learned.
- Jumping into new opportunities make most efforts fail, Accesserator can’t get into a
position to guide on this so far
- Lack of financial knowledge and to steer on “margin” and “profit”

Business can develop to a lifestyle business to sustain itself. Profits at a scale to pay out
dividends and recover investment are not expected.
Partnership under consideration, lead for future plans with partner.
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3.

Health Life Bee Farm

Investment Accesserator: € 10.000
Partner contribution: piece of land
Partner: Lenford Msukwa
Location: Ekwendeni, Mzuzu for production, Nkhata Bay area for bee hives
Start: February 2018
Business plan at start
This farm is about producing honey on a professional
scale. The business plan of Health Life Bee Farm
contains a growth path towards 200 bee hives in a
forest close to Nkhata Bay, starting with 80 bee hives
the first year. At first the whole content of a bee hive
will be sold to wholesale. After this first phase Health
Life Bee Farm will process the honey to a brand of its
own and will become proficient in producing honey.
The aim is to be ready to sell jars of honey in the
domestic market and for export.
Development
The company started with 80 bee hives, produced by Lenford
and his neighbour to reduce the investment. After the hives
were placed in the nearby forest, in the first couple weeks
some of them were colonized. With the production season
coming, multiple colonise were bought.

The first round of honey production was only 40% of the colonized hives. As also only half of
them had bees, the total production was 20% of what was estimated. Between the first and
second production round some hives were damaged or broken due to honeybadgers, heavy
rainfall and/or storms. This resulted in honey production that was at a maximum of 25%
from the initial business plan.
To increase the direct cash flow and the idea to become a reseller,
Lenford and his neighbour carpenter produced more bee hives for
selling to local beekeepers. To some extent this worked, and
Health Life Bee Farm created a network of honey producers in the
area. However, the struggles of Lenford for his own honey
production were the same for the local beekeepers and later on
the moment came the available cash was insufficient to buy the
raw honey.
In the meantime the brand was developed, supply lines for jars
and etiquettes established and the outline of a real honey house
was drafted. With some personal cash, Lenford was able to start
building the foundation of the honey house. But for the final part and getting all the
necessary certificates an additional sum of investment in needed.
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Furthermore, Lenford is doing everything by himself and thus no supporting staff. Looking at
the initial investment and cash throughout the period this is understandable, but this also
means that the pace of growth is very slow. Next to this, a trip from his cabin in the village to
the location of the bee hives takes him roughly 3 hours by foot. During one of our visits we
tried this with a 4x4 car, but never made it. This makes the transportation of the hives,
regular visits to the hives and taking the raw honey back extremely time consuming.
Situation at the start of 2021
The revenue of 2020 is neglectable and this is
also expected for 2021. The only sources of
income are established by a minimum amount
of raw honey and selling of beehives.

To finish the honey house (see picture),
including the starting costs a serious
investment is needed. The company changed
its name to “Lenford Beekeeping”, including
new logo and brand. In Q2 of 2021 the
company raised M2.0mio for a table saw and
some materials. This to professionalize the
production of beehives. Next to this the company is recognized by a governmental
institution for their activities and concept.
If it is possible to attract new capital to finalize the honey house, develop a reliable and
sustainable business plan and find a proper board of directors, this case might grow towards
a profitable (life style) business. However, there are a lot of uncertainties and with the lack of
proper communication it is very difficult to become a success. Company struggles for years,
but it is highly appreciated that Lenford never gave up and is still busy to make his dream
come true. With the above-mentioned changes and knowing that honey is becoming
scarcer in the world, it has a serious opportunity to become sustainable. We will not provide
more money, but are willing to support him in creating a business plan and attract new
capital for the Honey House. No further cash from Accesserator into the company, impact on
entrepreneur and outgrowers, social grants for growth.
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Conclusions
Partnership difficult in execution:
- Communication is too difficult because of physical distance and
poor network at partner.
- Logistically the company has a major disadvantage, as it takes 3
hours by foot to reach the farm and 2 hours by car to reach the
main road.
- Expectations of producing raw honey were set too high. Having a
colony into a bee hive is already difficult, getting raw honey is a
next obstacle.
- Partner shows a lot of perseverance and determination to make it
work.
- Ideas are set to build a honey house (since 2018), but the
completion takes almost 2 years due to lack of cash and ideas to
attract the needed capital.

Business can develop to a lifestyle business to sustain itself. Profits at a
scale to pay out dividends and recover investment are not expected.
Partnership under consideration, lead for future plans with partner.
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4.

Serenity Acres Farm

Investment Accesserator: € 21.500
Partner contribution: none
Partner: Brian Kachisa
Location: Kalonga, Salima
Start: April 2018
Business plan at start
A start-up for a goat farm in Salima producing both
milk and meat. The farm will have animal houses,
storage for milk and a fenced pasture where the
goats can graze. In dry season the goats will be fed
additionally. The farm will also grow sweet potatoes.
At first goats are sold as livestock, both for meat and
for breeding purposes in e.g. pass on schemes by
NGO's. The milk is sold to goat milk processors who
will collect the milk weekly. The farm will have the
facility off storing at least one week milk production in a cooling tank.
Electricity will be provided by a solar system. The farm will also grow
sweet potatoes, unsold parts of the potatoes will be used as goat feed.

In the third year a slaughtering facility will be added to the farm to start
selling a small percentage of the goats as meat products. The farm will
start with 100 adult goats for milk and reproduction and 100 small
goats for meat. From there the farm will grow to about 1.000 goats and
a production of 150 litres of milk daily. Goat meat is on high demand in
Malawi, also being more affordable than beef. Goat milk is processed
into cheese and also fresh milk to serve an upcoming market.
Development
After constructing the fence and the goat houses the first goats arrived end of April and a
total of around 170 goats are bought in phases. Two fridges on solar power are installed. A
little less than planned because of buying a little more expensive, better goats and four
bigger male goats for breeding purposes. Also some of the budget was needed to excavate a
well for drinking water in this dry season. At the start of growing season 2018 land for sweet
potato cultivation was prepared.

Almost all female goats got pregnant and over 100
new goats were born. Unsatisfactorily is that the
breed of goats used is not suited for milk production.
For milk another breed of goats needs to be
introduced. Next to sweet potatoes also groundnuts
were grown, but yield and sales of both products
were disappointing. A scheme for goat reproduction
and sales was discussed to be made, but never done
seriously.
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Some trouble was there with staff and ‘disappearing’ goats that seemed possible to restore.
After a field visit end of 2019 by Accesserator our partner was confronted that his reporting
didn’t match with the actual situation. From that moment communication by our partner
stopped and we lost trust in this partnership.

Situation at the start of 2021
As no communication was there for the last year other
than sharing formal communication on our conclusions
and accusations about Brian Kachisa as managing
director (and shareholder) of the company, we have no
picture of the current situation. From Accesserator side
we discussed if we could revive the farm by putting in
place another farm manager, but the decision was made
not to put any energy in this partnership anymore as it
would probably only lead to frustrations.
Conclusions
Partnership lost trust:
- Partner not providing full and misleading information on status of business
- Partner leaving business for days/weeks without any announcement or consultation
- Partner not willing to develop serious plans for business growth, though skills are
present (e.g. making a goat reproduction scheme)
- Partner stopped with all communication
- Business idea to at least level of lifestyle business seems executable though if good
efforts are done on sales. Market for local farmers to provide goats is there.
Combining goat farming with production of crops is
an added advantage as residues from yields serve as
goat feed and goat manure improves crop yields.

Partnership to be ended and company to be dissolved with
an attempt to recover part of our investment by having our
partner to pay back money wasted because of misconduct.
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5.

Mchilika Horticultural Farm

Investment Accesserator: € 22.500
Partner contribution: 10 ha of land, two farm houses, one water pump
Partner: Christopher Beya
Location: Kakhongwa, Mchinji
Start: June 2018
Business plan at start
Business upgrade in irrigated farming. Production of fruits and vegetables for market in the
capital of Lilongwe, using land close to a river and an irrigation system. Production will partly
be in greenhouses. The farm already owns a big piece of land close to this perennial river.
Market research on best sold fruits and vegetables in Lilongwe will be continued. Fruits at
start will be bananas and papayas, vegetables will be cauliflower, tomatoes, beans and
cabbages.

A solid irrigation system is made for part of the land in the first year (about 3-4 hectares) and
in a next stage the land will be fenced piece by piece. The fence is needed to protect
growing vegetables from being eaten by wandering around livestock. The more vulnerable
vegetables will partly be produced in greenhouses with dripkits. Added value of the
greenhouses will be monitored.
Development
Seeds for all types of vegetables were planted at start of growing season 2018 and the
banana plantation is revived. Unfortunately, the steel platform for the irrigation reservoirs
collapsed, no one got hurt. The platform was rebuilt, this time a construction from solid
bricks. After transplanting the seedlings first crops were harvested and also experienced
gained with crops not doing well. The first greenhouse was used for tomato production and
gave promising yields. Market was tested by selling the products in small quantities and
responses were positive. The papaya tree planting failed, also due to heavy rains.

Scaling up production and sales had to go hand in hand, but a proper mechanism to do so
was never found. Market demand and selling larger quantities is better understood, but
timing and scaling production to meet demand proofed to be difficult. As hardly any
reserves were there the company ran out of cash and possibilities to explore further
enhancements in production and sales.
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Situation at the start of 2021
As the company ran out of cash Christopher has to find other sources of income to support
his family by doing some consultancy jobs. On low scale still some production is done with
resources of partner Christopher. As financial administration is mostly neglected it’s difficult
to get a proper picture on this. Still the ambition is there to prepare new plans and attract a
new investment to revive Mchilika Farm with this year’s growing season. Discussions
between partners are still there although less frequent.
Conclusions
Partnership developing in slow pace:
- Assets for crop production are there (10 ha land,
farm structures, van), though irrigation system is
far from optimal with diesel pump
- Banana plantation present from start (1 ha)
apparently doesn’t yield
- Clear case of not having a proof of concept:
some crops failed in production (pawpaw,
broccoli) and others failed in selling (tomatoes, peppers). Leaving business with cash
problem now to start a next round of production, and only with lessons learned
- Partner took consultancy job firstly without communicating, given the circumstances
this is understandable thing to do and communication on ‘failure’ is difficult. We
were able to discuss this issue in the end, for both partners an eye opener. Partner
willing to invest earnings in business.
- Partner seems knowledgeable enough to grow the business, unsure to what level.

Most probable scenario is to do specific crop farming for restaurants/supermarkets and
combine it with contract farming for FarmRite. Reviving banana plantation sounds
interesting as well. Extra capital needed at some point, if small, ok if partner provides loan
himself or to attract a third party loan. Also participating in some ‘social programme’ could
be a good option. A serious plan and proper financial bookkeeping of last two years is
needed in any case. Accesserator is willing to help to develop these plans. These plans
should include better governance.
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Business can develop to at least a lifestyle business to
sustain itself. Also, for local farmers it is possible to
secure contracts with supermarkets, restaurants or
wholesalers. Knowledge to control timing and quality
of crops is available with this partner. Profits at a scale
to pay out dividends and recover investment are not
expected on short term.
Partnership under consideration, lead for future plans
with partner.
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6.

Likuni Green Farming

Investment Accesserator: € 37.000
Partner contribution: 1 ha of land, several buildings, maize mill
Partner: Faggy Investments (100% owned by Peggy Ngwira)
Location: Likuni, Lilongwe
Start: July 2018
Business plan at start
Peggy Ngwira already running a business in meat products under the brand of Mother's
Choice, has a plan to scale-up farm activities with the ambition to sell products in own outlet
in Lilongwe town, Daily Fresh. The idea is to raise a farm with a mix of activities. The farm will
have both livestock and crops. Raising pigs and chicken means meat products to be sold
under the brand name Mother's Choice can be produced with own livestock, guaranteeing
best quality. Vegetables and fruit production will be according to direct sales information
from Daily Fresh and other buyers like supermarkets and restaurants. Production of
vegetables will be irrigated and partly in greenhouses.
Development
This partnership started with the construction of pig pens,
chicken houses, borehole and biosecurity fence. Schemes
for pigs and of broilers (chicken) are put in place to sell a
few pigs and 500 chickens every week. Selling pigs to
Kapani and Shoprite was established. Vegetables were
grown in a test phase the first year, but not all successful
and none sold with better revenues. Around 10 people
were working at the farm and an accountant is in place to help with bookkeeping.

Reproduction of pigs and growing day-old chickens to broilers went well, with help of a well
experienced external advisor. Focussing on what should be a next step proofed to be
difficult, fishponds, ducks, buying extra land, bananas, lots of ideas passed in high pace, but
none of them materialized. Beginning of 2019 the farmland was too wet anyway to plant
anything. When a disease hit the farm, probably introduced by a visitor, all batches of
chickens, around a thousand in total, were lost. With only the pigs left the farm entered into
a difficult period.
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As communication with Peggy went well on the good news, and Peggy is also a good
marketeer, it proofed difficult to discuss issues that were taking the farm down. In name of
the company, Peggy also borrowed money from this advisor for some more improvements
of animal houses and buying of feed. This was only discussed afterwards when Accesserator
asked about it. It was a substantial amount of money. As with this money the farm was also
not really going forward we came into a circle discussion where Peggy claimed to need
more money, also with pressure of the advisor/borrower that wanted to be paid back, as
Accesserator claimed a good plan to revive the farm is needed first.
End of 2019 the relation between partners worsened as also a compelling claim from the
advisor/borrower, with the complicating factor he is Peggy’s partner, to be paid back was put
forward. Trust in this partnership was lost by both partners that time. An ultimate attempt
was done by Accesserator to restore some trust in this partnership and find a way forward.
That led to some agreements on making plans for future. Meanwhile the COVID pandemic
made sales of pigs almost impossible as supermarkets had difficult times. Last information
Accesserator has (May 2020) is that pigs are still there (around 90) and some bananas are
growing. Cash position is zero, so feed can’t be afforded.
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Situation at the start of 2021
This repair of the partnership proofed to be too fragile, our partner is not able to structure a
new plan or to create any overview in the financial situation. As Accesserator has to support
from a too far distance, this partnership will bleed to death probably as our partner stopped
communicating.
Conclusions
Partnership is dormant and in heavy debts:
- Case of not having a proof of concept on livestock and crop production, but strong
marketing and sales skills are present (Shoprite contract for pork is quite an
accomplishment). Production of livestock went well, with help of external advisor. All
crops tried failed (so far).
- Partner has lots of ideas, but no focus and no value proposition. Accesserator can’t
get into a position to help with this. Having great sales skills Peggy is able to
consecutively attract several funders, including Accesserator, for different entities
she’s running. This seems to be the ‘business model’.
- The external advisor, also Peggy’s partner, became also a funder for LGF with a loan of
around MK 13 million (€ 15.000), but with no consent of Accesserator and without
any agreements on amount or terms on paper. Peggy and this advisor are also
running and owning Mothers’ Choice together, funded by UNDP Growth Accelerator
Programme. This ‘governance’ situation is really complicated and stands in the way
for open discussions on a way forward.
- Extra capital is needed probably, but working on a plan what to do with it to revive
the farm takes over a year now. Communication and trust are lost.

In this case Accesserator has no picture of a solution to take this case
forward. A first next step should be to make a plan to revive the farm
with the assets still present and install a Board of Directors to run it.
As restoring relationship with partner and getting her in the position
to take the lead failed, we stopped
putting energy in this case.
Dissolution of partnership is
proposed to partner.
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7.

CASDE Finance

Investment Accesserator: € 17.500
Partner contribution: € 6.000
Partner: Patrick Namakhoma
Location: Limbe, Blantyre
Start: August 2018
Business plan at start
Lot of Malawians struggle to get credit, even those with jobs or established, small businesses.
From experiences with providing microcredits CASDE Finance has the idea to scale up in
providing 'mesocredits' also to SME entrepreneurs. Easy access to money, with clear but easy
to meet conditions. CASDE already has an existing network of clients that will be extended
with different types.
Development
As our partner Patrick Namakhoma was also involved in Accesserator as country director and
ran several other businesses an operational director was installed to handle all loans. Over 30
million MK of loans have been issued with a special focus on loans to small businesses in the
first year.

Next step to professionalize this business was to make one of Accesserator’s investors,
experienced in finance, a member of the Board of Directors and to purchase special software
for financial administration. Getting overview and administration upto ‘Dutch standards’
proofed to be difficult and some issues arose between Patrick our partner and the
operational director, making this director leave instantly. As most knowledge was with this
director and formal administration was not done well, overview in issued loans was lost. With
a new officer under the guidance of the board it was tried to pick up activities and recover
issued loans. This came to a standstill as revenues made could barely cover the wages of this
officer. This situation led to a stop in credit providing and depreciation of quite some loans.
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Situation at the start of 2021
As activities were none, but the licenses still
there the agreement was made that together
with our partner and help of a former
Accesserator Office staff member, we would
make a plan to revive activities, with the lead
at our partner. So far some discussions were
there, but no plan made yet.
Conclusions
Partnership became dormant:
- The business model still seems workable but the execution and governance didn’t
work out. The external managing director left on bad foot and with vital company
information.
- No overview of outstanding loans was there as administration could not be put in
place. Quite strange for a company that has financial administration as core business.
- Multiple roles for shareholders and board members didn’t benefit the company and
led to discussion and even some suspicion. On intercession of Accesserator loans
were provided to another partnership that didn’t completely meet the company’s
criteria and also is still not paid back.

This business seems worth reviving and can restart with small extra capital. Firstly, a
complete financial overview should be there as well as a good governance arrangement.
Accesserator can provide knowledge on financial administration, so this is set up in a proper
way from start.
Partnership to be taken to the next level with active support from Accesserator. At this
moment the arrangement is for our partner Patrick, together with a former staff member, to
take the first step.
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8.

Mzuzu Dairy

Investment Accesserator: € 34.000
Partner contribution: 3 ha of land
Partner: Denis Chitowe
Location: Mzuzu
Start: October 2018
Business plan at start
This business is about getting a milk
processing factory running again. In a
factory hall in Mzuzu, northern part of
Malawi, there is abandoned equipment
for sale. The previous owner failed to
manage the factory properly due to poor
health condition and problems with
finding a successor. Denis has the idea to
start a milk production line again. And,
the market for milk products is still there.
The products from the test-batch a few
years ago were sold easily. Raw milk can
be purchased nearby, as Mzuzu has various milk-cooperations around.

The idea is to start production of fresh milk, yoghurts and chambiko gradually again. Once
the production is up and running again and market analysis can be based on sales, products
will be diversified and scaled up. The business case is able to give high return on
investments, but financial risks are also bigger. Potentially big volumes can be produced,
uncertainty is in buying enough raw milk as trust of local farmers in dairy industry has to be
restored. Another risk is having enough expertise to keep the production line running.
Despite these risks this case is considered a big opportunity for Mzuzu area.
Taking over the old equipment proofed to be too difficult and new equipment was bought
to be used in a small, hired factory building. After having quite some challenges getting the
equipment for the production line cleared first in Tanzania and later Malawi, the opening of
the factory was announced end of 2018, a little premature. The farmers working together in
milk bulking groups were lined up to sell their raw milk, though some problems arose at
start with cows being sick. March 2019 the production line was assembled and a test run for
done for MBS certification. First real sales of fresh milk were there April 2019.
Development
As the company struggled to find a proper location for the construction facility, it was
chosen to rent a large house at the edge of Mzuzu city. This had the benefits of being
available, accessible for vehicles and less nuisance for the local environment. As the
machines and van were ordered from China, all adjustments were made to the house to
create a milk production facility and local bulking groups were visited. After the arrival of all
equipment, some parts had to find a new destination on the property as they didn’t fit in the
house. Later when the local government visited the company, more problems came to light.
The smell created nuisance, there was no proper sewage system and some essential parts
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were missing. Altogether, it was a rough start for Mzuzu Dairy which burned through the
initial investment.
After this start, a board of directors was installed of which 2 out of 3 were not present in
Mzuzu. Despite their remote guidance of the company, Mzuzu Dairy was able to produce its
first milk. With this first batch the company did a roadshow to inform local shops in Mzuzu
and nearby towns that a Northern Dairy company was established. This image would be wise
for the marketing as many bulking groups and customers were demanding a local milk
production facility.
However, as the initial investment was dried up the board
and shareholders provided another MK2.5mio for the
purchase of raw milk and packaging materials. As some of
the batch was lost due to power shortage and a part of the
cash went to newly discovered arrears the company was
back at a cash shortage again. The appointed production
manager was therefore not willing to join the company
anymore. Hence, the company attracted a loan of MK5.0 (by
CASDE Microfinance) to revive the production according to
a growth plan.
Due to new struggles (van broke down, MRA brought a visit, selling in Mzuzu was not
allowed anymore because of no MBS certificate) and operational costs this new loan slowly
went down the drain. However, it proved that with the right focus of mind and operational
excellence the company is able to produce and sell milk products.
Also UNDP saw this and provided the company with a grant of MK6.0mio, of which 10% had
to be own contribution. For this Accesserator provided another loan. New packaging
materials were bought and a motorcycle for the transportation of raw milk. Mzuzu Dairy
managed to keep a steady production and sales of around 500L per day, but slowly it
became less and less. Resulting in another cash problem.

Situation at the start of 2021
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Mzuzu Dairy has a great potential when there is focus on 3 simple things: (1) get the right
deals with bulking groups, (2) quality production process and (3) sales with margin. At the
beginning of 2021, the focus is again on attracting funds in form of loans, equity and grants.
However, with the available resources it would be able to keep the facility running and use
profits for growth.
At the moment there is a complete production facility for milk products, transportation in by
a van and motorcycle, and most important a ton of experience in how to execute. On the
liabilities side, there is a lack of focus on the right activities (our partner seems to look for
excuses not to run the business but attracting funds) and a huge amount of arrears that can
only be guessed at MK20mio.
Conclusions
Partnership struggles and seems not able to find a way to growth:
- This case with limited proof of concept does have a very attractive VP. Quite some
unforeseen hick-ups are overcome setting up the business, having small working
capital, that wasn’t always easy. Partner works incremental, making longer term
planning difficult.
- Governance structure is in place, with Accesserator Director as Board member, but
not functioning well (distance, lack of interest). Discussions with partner on
shareholders level leads to irritations, making partner to move on its own.
- Quite some debts in the company (CASDE loan, arrears in payments) and difficulties
to scale up production are there. Sales on this smaller level now seems to go OK.
- Production process is more or less controlled, but depending on unreliable electricity.
- Opportunity rose with National Development Bank (NDB) loan (30 million MK) and
grant from Growth Accelerator programme (5,5 million MK). The loan is still not
concluded upon, the grant is rewarded. Discussions with partner remain and making
a new business plan together is still a struggle, as we see that plan needed to make a
proper arrangement for expenditure of the loan.
- The value of being a shareholder was there when our partner wanted to close the
loan deal with NDB on its own first, without consent of all shareholders, but the bank
needs approval of all shareholders for it and loan was denied without our signature.

Partner is willing and dedicated to make this case work. Accesserator has put in big effort as
well, as it can be our best showcase. Working together proofed to be difficult and long
discussions on it were held, but still we feel our partner doesn’t ‘feel’ Accesserator can be of
added value except in providing cash. Quite a few times the solution ‘if a have 5 thousand
dollars cash now all problems can be solved and production will take off’ is tried and
discussed even more often. We feel that this case proofs that only money without a plan is
not the way out.
With extra capital available also longer term plans can be made. The bank loan also imposes
an extra risk and arrangements are needed for all other outstanding loans. New governance
has to be implemented and a proper arrangement of Accesserator support in SLA.
Partnership to be taken to the next level with active support from Accesserator if partner is
willing to accept. At this moment the arrangement is explored to have an external
consultant given the opportunity to see how there can be a breakthrough.
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9.

CourteCand

Investment Accesserator: € 15.500
Partner contribution: none
Partner: Tikumbe farm produce (owned by Hope Maliro, Aubrey Gama, Emanuel Kachala)
Location: Ntchisi
Start: January 2019
Business plan at start
Organic production of crops is slowly growing in Malawi as there is more and more
understanding this is more beneficial for environment, the land and profits. This business will
grow organic garlic and potatoes under irrigation. In Malawi there is a big buyer of organic
crops that exports these and will work with contracts: MOGA. This is a good way to kick-start
this business, while also looking for other markets and other, organically grown, products.
The business will start with 2 hectares of garlic and 2 hectares of potatoes and will grow to 8
ha of crops in 5 years, mostly garlic.
Development
The first hick up was already there before the
company started as the contract for renting a
piece of land in the right area proved to be
worthless and the advanced payment was difficult
to retrieve. Eventually another piece of land was
secured, but it had to be cleared from bushes. This
location was less ideal as far away from the main
road, but could suit for contract farming with
MOGA. Hope Maliro took the lead on behalf of
Tikumbe farm produce to start preparing the land
and planting seeds. Being all organic also special seeds for both potatoes and garlic had to
be acquired. After transplanting all seedlings 2 ha of potatoes were growing to be harvested
in July 2019, but garlic seeds were never delivered in time by MOGA. Another company,
FarmRite was engaged, working with more or less the same contract farming conditions
after a small extra cash injection by both partners. Watermelons were planted.

Potatoes had difficulties growing as water supply, skills of
partner and goats minimized the yield. MOGA wasn’t
interested to buy, as the company seemed to have quite some
problems themselves, and FarmRite didn’t buy as of poor
quality and too low amount. Some potatoes were sold at the
market and the money used to grow the watermelons. Also
the watermelons didn’t do well, heavy rains as one of the main problems.
With just some last money a smaller field of watermelons and some
mushrooms were tried to grow, but failed again. To settle the payments for
land rent and the workers, the diesel pump was sold and CourteCand
became a farm with no land and no money.
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Situation at the start of 2021
As Hope doesn’t want to give up he took a job to earn some money and planted some
watermelons again near the place he is living now together with his wife and first-born.
Smartly Hope and his brother Aubrey did quite some market research for selling farm
products. From the analysis and even some tests executed the ambitions are rising again to
revive CourteCand, not as a big farm, but as a life-style business, at least for coming years.
May 2021 was the last time Accesserator discussed plans Hope and his brother had
developed. Status and execution of those plans are unknown.
Conclusions
Partnership is not working out as we fail to raise a fruitful farm:
- After a few production runs of several crops, partnership is in a position with no cash
and no assets. Arrears in payments are settled by selling diesel pump. Partner had to
look for job now to sustain himself and family.
- Case had no proof of concept but the Value Proposition was simple: produce a single
crop on contract farming to FarmRite. Arrangement was all in order, but production
itself failed (3 times) due to all types of circumstances. Besides the farm did not
establish a good relationship with surrounding villagers.
- Partner is good example in willingness to communicate. Providing proper support is
difficult as farm is far away (1 hour drive from Salima), and doubtful if support in crop
production could have been given on the level needed anyway.
- Partnership is dormant now, but partner is really willing to try again, after making
some money with a job. Sacrifices made already and determination of partner are
admirable.

Partner is making plans to start the farm activities again and is exploring and testing market.
Plans we have seen so far show that this partner is capable of learning from lessons from the
past. As communication is difficult in a practical sense, it’s too difficult for Accesserator to
guide this case properly, though we will do so on strategic level from a distance. A set-up
with a connection to a bigger contract farmer might work.
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As we have to wait for our partner to develop and implement a new plan, this business can
develop to a lifestyle business to sustain itself. It is possible to secure a contracts with a
supermarkets or restaurants, as the FarmRite adventure is not preferred to be repeated
according to our partner. Even setting up sales channels within the company, like selling
chips from own potatoes can be a good idea.
Partnership under consideration, lead for future plans with partner.
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10. Infinity Energy Solutions
Investment Accesserator: € 8.000
Partner contribution: 2 briquettes machines and $ 36.800 UNDP grant
Partner: Nguyi Partners (owned by Marumbo Kalua, Aaron Kalua, Sharon Chanthunya,
Andekuche Chanthunya, Symon Nkhwazi)
Location: Kanengo Lilongwe
Start: January 2019

Business plan at start

Scale-up of exisiting briquettes making company. With professional machines for making
briquettes of dust and organic waste this company provides a better and
cheaper alternative to charcoal, with great environmental benefits.
Status: Shareholders' agreement is signed with Nguyi Partners and
Marumbo Kalua is leading daily operations. Briquettes are and can be
bought already! A big, professional briquettes making machine to scale
up production is installed and the factory is
shifted to a different, bigger location. More
customers are acquired now as the business
is growing. Infinity bought back shares from
Accesserator January 2020 as results were
there to do so, however it never happened.
Development
With the grant of USD40.000 from UNDP and a matching investment of Accesserator the
company bought machinery from China. This included a pressing machines that is able to
compress the raw materials into briquettes. Before arrival, Infinity set up a large area near
Lilongwe for the production, including a shet to keep all metarials and equipment in order,
housing for staff and a roof that is needed for the briquettes to get dry.

With the machines from China, the main production of briquettes lifted off, with the main
client of CP. This major chicken poultry farm used much of the produced products. On the
side some other clients were attracted but this was mainly small. Besides CP it got also more
traction in terms of marketing exposure, as Infinity is on the radar with the ministry of forests.
After a proper start of the company (they already had a proof of concept when we entered),
some obstacles that to be overwon. Mainly the lack of diversity in the client base was
worrisome and as CP was buying less products it harmed both top-line and bottom-line of
the company.
Together with Accesserator a new marketing and sales plan was developed to attract more
industries and create a solid client base. It turned out to be quite a challenge as COVID-19
made both households and companies not change their regular source of energy. On the
other side, due to this clear focus Infinity managed to increase their revenue and expand the
business further.
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Situation at the start of 2021
Infinity managed to survive the COVID-19 pandemic quite good. It has an
operational production facility and multiple sales points in Malawi. As the focus
is still on top-line growth, the margins are not optimum. Together with
Accesserator, plans are made to open-up a new facility in Blantyre to save
transportation costs and increase the reach of impact.
Conclusions
Partnerships tries to push through to next level:
- Promising partnership that started well and successful, even deal made
selling back shares. Communication went well with partner
sharing proactively monthly financial update.
- In 2020 sales were hard, but in 2021 this has recovered.
- Partner is responding reactively, but is always open for
suggestions and brainstorm sessions to increase his
company.
- Value Proposition is meaningful and attractive for larger
companies and politicians.
- Difficulties lies in the scalability for the next level, as raw
materials are limited.
Conclusion: Company seems to be profitable, now we go to the
next step. Accesserator to put in some energy and motivation to
help the partner.
Partnership: Growth plan by us, lead by partner, Support on
shareholder, BDS from Blantyre Office
Impact investment: Bookvalue at 11.000, Possible cash from
Accesserator into the company, impact on partner to make a long
term plan
Actions: 1. Shareholder meeting; 2. Gap analysis; 3. Long term plan
(operational and financial)

Partnership is still active, lead for future plans with partner.
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11.

Truss

Investment Accesserator: € 9.000
Partner contribution: $ 40.000 UNDP grant
Partner: Sachi Shah and Johan Maree
Location: Blantyre
Start: January 2019
Business plan at start
Start-up of making bricks from recycled plastics. A daring, profitable
concept of cleaning Malawi from plastic waste by collecting plastics
to make bricks. Health benefits caught in a sound business model.
Status: Shareholders' agreement signed with Sachi Sah and Johan
Maree. Next step is to buy more and better equipment for brick
production.
Development
After the UNDP pitch, it received great support from many. The grant they received, together
with our matching investment made it possible to rent a factory hall and buy the needed
machines to transform plastic into a hot soup needed to create bricks and potentially other
products.

The factory was rented and all equipment that was used for the proof of concept were
installed. Furthermore, many initiatives were developed to collect as much plastic as
possible. The machine that was purchased from China is able to use over a 1.000 kg of
plastic a day. The main problem here was the lack of support from local government for the
collection of plastic. As waste management is a public service, the interference of Truss
Group was not accepted. In order to collect plastic in a legal and scalable level, the company
needs to get a permit.
The next challenge occurred when the machine was delivered. The first test runs were
promising, but then the machine got overhead (as the safety was not working) and broke
down. Many technicians from India, Malawi and The Netherlands looked at it, but no one
was able to solve it for months. Besides the fact that this was a costly experience, no cash
came in.
To solve some of the cash problems, the Segal Family Foundation provided USD5.000. With
this the company could at least fight all challenges and looking forward in producing plastic
bricks. When COVID-19 hit the country, the MD of Truss Group went back to India to support
her family. The operational director took over all sorts of business and unfortunately mixed
up his personal account with the business account. This led to a breach in trust.
From that moment onward, the company is trying to sell the concept and remaining assets
to similar initiatives (mostly foundations).
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Situation at the start of 2021
Despite the great concept, it turned out to be very difficult to get
all aspects of the business in order. In summary, the number of
raw materials is limited and not legal to collect, foreign
machinery is to complicated for local use and getting a MBS
certificate for a new product is very time consuming.

At the beginning of 2021 all these challenges are not fixed yet and
there is not a lot of cash nor energy to make progress. The
machines are there, but no business.
Conclusions
Partnership at dead end:
- Business with nice concept but VP for collecting plastics
doesn’t seem to work. Brick production encounters
problems with defaulting machine.
- Majority partner is currently in India and seems to aim to
sell the business. Other partner has full time job at
Carlsberg Malawi.
- Company received cash from Segal Foundation for payments to fix the machinery
- Working together with partner to find a solution for impasse the company is in.

Selling the company gives Accesserator maybe some options to either retrieve some of the
investment or to revive the business with a different partner.
Can we solve technical problems with machine?
Conclusion: Company is more social enterprise, difficult / impossible to make it work.
Partnership: Ending story
Impact investment: Bookvalue at 4.500, no additional cash from Accesserator, try to find
solution or M&A.
Actions: 1. Status update about perspective (shareholder meeting); 2. Formel letter about our
stand in the process.

Partnership under consideration, lead for future plans with partner.
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12. Synergy
Investment Accesserator: € 33.000
Partner contribution: € 3.300
Partner: Emma Katengeza
Location: Area 10, Lilongwe
Start: April 2019

Business plan at start
Co-working spaced designed to help build the
entrepreneurial ecosystem of Malawi. No coincidence
Accesserator has its Lilongwe office there. Synergy is
created to facilitate incidental working places (one
day hot desks), private office spaces and events
related to entrepreneurship. More info
on www.synergy-mw.com.
Status: Shareholders' agreement signed with Emma
Katengeza and office spaces are already filling up to
the level expansion is already discussed.
Development
The start was promising, with a nice location at the business district of Lilongwe and a
couple of tenants like UNDP and Growth Africa. Both tenants are well-known players in the
international entrepreneurial ecosystem. The company used its personal network to
decorate the offices, put in business magazines and an equipped kitchen.

At the opening of Synergy (and therefore also Accesserator Lilongwe Office), many business
people came to share their ideas and give feedback to the concept. The co-working space
was open for starting entrepreneurs and other businesspeople to visit, meet and have some
food. However, the number of visitors was limited after a while due to a lack of
communication and community building.
The main business model was to create a community by organizing events, get
entrepreneurs inside to work and attract outside businesses to rent a space for a day, week
or month. With the small licence fee to be part of the community and make use of all
facilities, Synergy would increase the level of service and become profitable.
It turned out however that our partner did not feel confident enough with the current status
to make a full blown marketing campaign, rent out temporary spaces and organize events.
In fact, it became only an office building in which the separate rooms were occupied with
tenants that came in the morning and left in the evening.
Due to the size of the building and therefore the limited number of rooms available for rent,
it was not enough to cover all fixed costs. Hence, the plans were presented to us for a
relocation to a much larger building where more tenants could be housed. A larger
investment had to be made, but in general the business model would be similar. Ergo,
renting out office space and not building a community.
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Situation at the start of 2021
At the beginning of 2021 the situation had not
changed, only that the contact between Accesserator
and Synergy is less frequent. As long as the assets are
not completely used in a way to get positive returns,
the company is able to operate break-even, but will
never become the hub it visioned.
Conclusions
Partnership is dying:
- Special partnership in combination with Accesserator
LO and Director. VP partly working as rooms can be
rented out, events and other revenue making activities
still in exploration phase.
- Request to move to bigger premises, but in fact it
needs to redefine VP. Governance is in place, but
practically not used to full possibility.
- Company has some legal problems with landlord.
- Working together seems difficult as our ideas on how
to get to the end goal differs very much.
Conclusion: Company seems to be profitable, now we go to
the next step. Accesserator to put in some energy and
motivation to help the partner.
Partnership: Growth plan by us, lead by partner, Support on
shareholder, BDS from Blantyre Office
Impact investment: Bookvalue at 10.000, Possible cash from
Accesserator into the company, impact on partner to make a long term plan and implement
governance
Actions: 1. Shareholder meeting; 2. Gap analysis; 3. Long term plan (operational and financial)

Partnership under consideration, lead for future plans with partner.
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13. PlayWorld
Investment Accesserator: € 19.500
Partner contribution: some gaming equipment, € 60
Partner: Kondwani Ngwira
Location: Zingwangwa, Blantyre
Start: August 2019

Business plan at start
PlayWorld is a company to make state of the art gaming centres throughout Malawi, starting
in Blantyre. Games will include Virtual Reality (VR) and educational games. Zingwangwa will
be the first gaming centre to open and after
monitoring revenues soon after this one, two more
gaming centres are to be opened in
Blantyre. Locations are hired, games are purchased
from the U.S.A. Through the brother of our partner.
After a small test in November when Accesserator
visited Zingwangwa, PlayWorld is officially opened
December 13th, 2019.
Development
Firstly the games arrived with a delay from U.S.A. as clearing through customs appeared
more difficult, and costly, than expected. As finally the gaming centre opened client base
started to grow slowly but gradually. Monthly meetings were held as shareholders at the
start and strategies discussed, based on orderly
information of daily turnovers. An Accesserator staff
member had a seat in the board of directors to guide
in the finances. Our partner was looking for a second
place to open soon, but profits didn’t allow to buy
more games and computers. As a place closer to the
market is appealing, we decided to split the games
over two locations and open a second gaming centre.
This second centre had better revenues indeed.

As this is a business that depends on the physical presence of people the COVID-pandemic
hit hard. Amounts of customers were dropping fast as schools closed and people became
more hesitant to visit somewhat crowded places. Measures were taken at the gaming
centres in terms of hygiene. Economically Malawi faced a difficult time, so money for luxury,
as playing games is in Malawi, became less and less.
Situation at the start of 2021
Some difficult personal situations at our partner made this company come to a more or less
stand still in 2021. A way up depends on how Malawi will get our of the COVID pandemic,
but health wise as economically.
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Conclusions
Partnership is at a stand-still:
- Arrangement made for partnership is workable, governance (with Accesserator staff
in Board) works, shareholders involvement works as well. Communication with
partner is fairly open and adequate.
- Sales are much lower at start as projected, COVID having a great impact probably on
growth. Though a success is there with opening e second playroom by simply
spreading out equipment and games present. Quite some emphasis on marketing
seem to work.
- Some proof of concept was there before the partnership, maybe better diligence to
be done on scaling such a concept. Business can keep itself running financially at the
moment, with not all salaries/fees paid.

Hopefully after the COVID-pandemic a strategy can be put in place to grow this business
gradually. In the current position profits to be made in future will be to be far too low and
too late to cover for our investment. But maybe one day we will get surprised…Useful to do is
to evaluate marketing efforts and make new marketing
plan. Getting connected with schools for education and
funding from WorldBank is an option to explore.
Partnership to be taken to the next level with active
support from Accesserator. At this moment the
arrangement is for our partner to judge the situation on the
ground and take the first step.
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14. Phindu Agri Solutions
Investment Accesserator: € 15.500
Partner contribution: 2 (in use) cars, pellet mill
Partner: Wellington Chatepa and Humphrey Ndhlovu
Location: Chiradzulo, Blantyre
Start: August 2019

Business plan at start
To stop the use of chemical fertilizers, that are exhausting farm fields instead of enriching
these, this business idea is about processing organic waste into organic fertilizer. Organic
waste (mainly chicken droppings) is collected, mixed in a special formula and left to dry and
mature. Matured fertilizer is made into pellets with a special machine and packaged for sale.
To be picked up, delivered or sold through agro-dealers. Sensitization in the use of organic
fertilizer is part of the marketing plan.
Development
Buying, or even just picking up, the
right ingredients for the organic
fertilizer went quite smoothly and it
was maturing on the spot in October
while pelleting machine is ordered
and to be delivered. Timing for this
product is good, as the growing season
in Malawi is about to start. Meanwhile
farmers around Blantyre are explained
the benefits of using organic fertilizer.
The pelleting machine proofed not to have the right ‘pressing filter’ to create the right size of
pellets (or to create pellets at all) and a new ‘filter’ was made locally. Manufacturing of pellets
organic fertilizer started end of October and the first batch of 50kg bags of organic fertilizer
was delivered to Agro dealers, ready for sale.

Problems were there with the pelleting machine as it broke down fast, this problem was
‘solved’ by testing to sell the organic fertilizer in ‘powder’ (just as it is before making pellets),
which was actually more preferred by customers anyway. The 50 kg bags were now filled
with the just the matured organic fertilizer. Selling
the fertilizer didn’t take off, the deal with the agrodealer appeared not to work, also because the agrodealer was selling the product for a much higher
price than agreed upon. Other sales channels were
explored, but led only to selling just a few bags. Cash
dried up and the company couldn’t pay the rent and
workers anymore. The situation became that the
company had debts and a stock, luckily fertilizer is
non-perishable.
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Situation at the start of 2021
Difficulties selling the organic fertilizer are not solved easily
and growing season ends April, leaving only farmers that use
irrigation as potential customers. Eventually a deal was
struck with FarmRite to sell Phindu Organic Fertilizer
through their shop in Mzuzu, and therefore with an
acknowledgement of FarmRite. After the hassle to arrange
transport (on credit) the message came that March this year
the first batch of 300 bags were sold through FarmRite and
a second batch is delivered in April. The second batch is not
selling at this moment and FarmRite, hence Phindu, is still
waiting for some payments of the first batch. A plan for
coming growing season is still to be made.
Conclusions
Partnership is in difficulties, but potential is there:
- Straightforward case with no proof of concept, but workable VP. Production of
organic fertilizer went OK (half production done comparing to projections) and quite
some marketing was done before production. Governance structure works OK.
- In sales we appeared to be betting on one horse, an agro-dealer that was not to be
completely trusted. All other sales channels tried later are not working so far. Reasons
are somehow unclear, as partners seem quite well connected in the sector.
- Situation is that Phindu has quiet some inventory, but is not able to sell so far, making
to company come to a stop. A new sales route through FarmRite seems workable,
problems with payments appear there though.
- Some problems with paying rent, having big part of inventory at agro-dealer and no
cash for just anything are accumulating.

Partnership to be taken to the next level. As inventory is non-perishable, if sales do come
alive, the company can get itself back on its feet. Most important is to build a proof of
concept by selling all current bags in stock and have a more credible story when looking for
needed, new external capital. A plan for coming growing season to be made.
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